Monopoly Keeps Up the Price of Coal
Although the Market Is Glutted

Local Barons, However, Face Peculiar Problem Owing to Falling Off of Demand

ALTHOUGH coal has poured into the local market in such large quantities that the amount on hand exceeds the storage capacity of the port, the local monopoly has been able to hold the price at famine figures. The Western fuel company, of which James B. Smith is the general manager, controls the situation, and despite the fact that coal to the value of $1,800,000 is held in bunkers and yards about the bay, the local trust is asking $18 and $18.50 a ton. For lack of sufficient storage facilities, the coal companies have been compelled to pay demurrage on cargoes held on the ships in the stream.
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HUNTER SCORES
NEW YORK POLICE

Says Acts in Union Square
Could Only Be Duplicated
In Russia

Sociologist Deplores Bomb
Throwing and Will Test
Right of Free Speech

NEW YORK, March 23—Robert H. Hunter, who was not only present at the demonstration in Union Square of which Luigi Galleani was prime mover, but also was the principal organizer of the meeting, has expressed his opinion that acts of terrorism and assassination can not be practiced in the United States because they are a crime.

In a statement issued yesterday, Mr. Hunter said: 'The absence of terrorism and assassination in the United States is due to the fact that there is a social order in the country which makes it impossible. There is no such social order in Russia."

In the course of the meeting at Union Square, Galleani was shot through the shoulder by an unknown assassin. Galleani was later arrested for the crime.
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SEVENTY-ONE DIE
IN MINE HORROR

Continued From Page 1, Column 5

The coal miners of the big mine at Vincennes, Ind., are handicapped by the fact that they have no wages, and that the company refuses to allow them to work until they have been examined by the doctors. The miners are working in the mine, and the company refuses to allow them to work until they have been examined by the doctors. The miners are working in the mine, and the company refuses to allow them to work until they have been examined by the doctors.
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HIGH SCORES BY
THE BATTLESHEIPS

Target Practice Near End in
Maggard Bay, and Records
Are Good

High warships to be cleaned and painted preceding North
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THE WEEKEND CALL, 60 PER YEAR

WIDE AWAKE MERCHANTS
OF MISSION STREET
AND VICINITY

25 PER CENT SAVED—WHY?

S. FRANCISCO CREAM DEPOT

pies like mother made

Pies and Pastries

DODGE'S CREAM ICE CREAM

KIDS' SPECIAL

ANY SIZE FOR 6 CENTS

NEW AND SECOND HAND FURNITURE

W. E. TIEFEL

COFFEE

A. milled stock and first-rate coffee are better than milled coffee and first-rate steak. Consider the cost.

W. T. HEES, Notary Public
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